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Mission
APID is dedicated to disseminating scholarly research
work profiles to a global audience. It is believed that wide
circulation adds value to published work and inextricably
mixes the right to know and the right to be known. APID
ensures that researchers get better visibility and an
overarching view of a particular field and uncover trends
and connections within their own.

APID stands for Academic Profile ID. It is an innovative social network for researchers, scholars,
academicians, and students. It is built to help you build your academic profile, network with peers,
collaborate, and share your research results broadly. APID allows researchers, scholars,
academicians, and students to showcase their contributions to the research community and
broadcast ideas to others. Continually updating articles, research, and scholarly achievements,
reviewing articles, and updating comments with a global perspective strengthens academic
relationships.

Overview

Grow your Network

APID is a One-stop
Academic portfolio.

Keep Record of your
Achievements

Features of APID
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APID facilitates immediate access to research results and
offers academic networking opportunities. It organizes
your academic accomplishments, experiences, and skill
development.
APIDs allows researchers to update all their published
articles and research all at once, update their academic
achievements, review articles, and update comments from
around the world.

Save the profile as a
PDF



Vision

APID aims to create a world where all researchers
and scholars are uniquely identified and
connected to their contributions globally.

Our Plan

Increasing the value of membership
Increasing the Value of Research for
Researchers
Expanding global participation
Maintaining Trust and Integrity

APID plays an essential role in researchers' and
members' research experiences, and we strive to
build commitment and engagement with it. Our
member organizations are encouraged to engage
with us as they plan their own work and activities.
It is done by: 

"APID is committed to openness,
transparency, and non-proprietary work.

Decisions are made collaboratively by staff,
the board, the community, our supporters,

and the researchers we serve.
Intending to provide clarity in the breadth of
research contributions and the people who

make them, APID strives to be a trusted
component of research infrastructure. A

vision of identifier-enabled research
information infrastructure guides us in

ensuring privacy and researcher control."

Refer Colleagues and
Improve Citations





It helps you Display, explain
and share all your
publications, rewards, and
achievements in one place
once you register in the APID.
It allows you to share your
work with colleagues or peer
groups.
APID helps in trust buildup,
endorsements, and building a
reputation that Inspires your
research Globally
APID improves Quality
Assurance to Connect and
expand your networks which
leads to getting noticed and
increases the citations
globally.

Grow your Network
 
 

Why Join APID?

APID is a platform that
includes people from various
professional backgrounds,
such as authors, P. HD.
scholars, reviewers, editors,
students, professors, and so
on. APID members can use
APID to tap into a network of
professionals and groups
within and beyond their
industry.
It helps you share your work
with colleagues or peer
groups.
You can use the Academic
Profile ID (APID) for online
profile preview as
identification hyperlinks.

APID is a One-stop Academic
portfolio

 
You can keep track of all
your publications, rewards,
and achievements once you
register on APID.
Read, rate, recommend and
comment on publications
from colleagues. Give credit
for high-quality work by
recommending publications
and endorsing your peers.
You can use the Academic
Profile ID (APID) for online
profile preview as
identification hyperlinks.
Keep your profile private and
have more control over what
others can see on your
profile.

Keep a Record of your
Achievements

 



Visit APID at https://apid.journalslibrary.comContact us  at: info@stmjournals.com

https://apid.journalslibrary.com/

